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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY
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1.1 Introduction
Life is better when you’re in control. Fantasy Market is an innovative marketplace 
for live, user directed performances. Using our token, you control what the 
performers say and do during the show. This intimate level of user interaction will 
revolutionize the live entertainment industry. Our whitepaper is meant to give you 
a complete understanding of our approach, vision, and execution strategy.
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Each year, cam-shows account for a greater revenue share of the online adult 
entertainment industry. Despite most webcam sites being poorly designed, difficult 
to use and impersonal, the “cam-girl” industry generated over $4.5b in revenue 
in 2016, and over $5 billion so far in 2017. Despite being one of the fastest 
growing industries in the technology sector, the integrated use of cryptocurrencies 
as payments is just emerging, making now the perfect time to create Fantasy 
Market. 

While top performers can generate over $10,000 a month in revenue, the median 
income of a cam-girl is less than minimum wage. There is an enormous 
discrepancy between the amount of revenue generated for the hosting sites and 
what the performers actually take home. Of the 25 sites analyzed, the average site 
takes 70% of the revenue, while the performers only take 30%. This is before taxes 
and whatever other costs the performers endure before depositing the money into 
their bank accounts. 

1.2 The Online Performance Market Today (NEW)



The above chart details the revenue breakdown of the adult entertainment industry from 
2013-2022. In 2013, the “Cam-Girl” industry first surpassed $1 billion in yearly revenue. 
It has been growing rapidly ever since, and has already surpassed $5 billion this calendar 
year. Notice that in 2018, the projected revenue for the “Rest of Industry” is stagnant, 
and continues to decline in subsequent years. As users grow accustomed to personalized 
and interactive experiences, everything else, from pictures to recorded video clips, are 
simply outclassed by live performances [1]. Fantasy Market takes the live experience to a 
new level by adding the element of control. Furthermore, as virtual reality gains 
increased adoption, it will only complement our platform. As you continue reading the 
whitepaper, keep the following in mind: 

R E V E N U E  B R E A K D O W N  O F  A D U L T  
E N T E R T A I N M E N T  I N D U S T R Y

Our unrivaled experiences are governed by “Performance Smart Contracts”, discussed in depth in section 2 
of the whitepaper.

Of the $5 billion in revenue that cam-shows generated in 2016, almost none came from cryptocurrencies. 
This will surely change, with Fantasy Market already leading the charge.

While our estimates are significantly higher, if Fantasy Market takes a meager 1% of the current industry 
share, that equates to $50,000,000 per year in revenue.

Unlike other sites, Fantasy Market limits access to the platform, allowing only those with 1000 of our  
tokens to view, participate, or host performances.

Our team is an ensemble of industry experts who are passionate about making sure that the full potential of 
Fantasy Market is realized.
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Our roadmap is well defined, and our path to public launch is clear. By this December, Fantasy Market 
will be a live, fully functioning marketplace.

As we get closer to launch, the demand for platform will increase significantly. Those who didn’t 
participate in the token sale will likely realize they missed out, and seek to acquire Fantasy Market 
Tokens. The sooner they’re able to be traded, the sooner they will increase in value. For this reason, the 
Fantasy Market Token (FMT) will be listed on three major exchanges by October 1st, 2017.

[1] https://www.economist.com/news/international/21666114-internet-blew-porn-industrys-
business-model-apart-its-response-holds-lessons
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Many performers have become disenfranchised by the industry's inequitable 
wealth distribution [1]. The existing financial incentives are not structured to 
motivate performers to engage in meaningful interactions with their clients; when 
financial incentives for the performers are unfair, the ranked inputs (performance 
effort) vs. cumulative outputs (high quality performances) distribution follows the 
80/20 Pareto rule. 

It should come as no surprise that these employers, who care little about the 
financial needs of their employees, also do not care about the needs of their 
clientele. During our research, we gathered feedback from hundreds of live-cam 
enthusiasts. They all echoed the same sentiment, with comments such as, “I wish I 
had more control over what happens during the show.” and “The girls seem distant 
and disinterested. I don't think they're having fun anymore.” These disheartening 
remarks reconfirmed what we already knew - that the industry’s unethical 
treatment of women has caused a sharp decline in client satisfaction.   

T H E  P A R E T O  D I S T R I B U T I O N

The 80/20 rule implies that most systems have an unequal distribution (especially when 
incentives are not aligned). For example, on current cam-girl platforms, out of 100 shows, perhaps 
only 20 will be “excellent”. Those 20 excellent performances account for 80% of all client utility 
experienced on the site (the purple curve). Conversely, the majority of performances (80%) account 
for the other 20% of the utility. This is clearly an unfavorable distribution, as the majority of 
performances are lacking in quality. By providing fair revenue sharing incentives, all Fantasy 
Market performers are motivated to provide high quality entertainment. Therefore, Fantasy 
Market does not experience “performance lag” with respect to a few performers providing the 
majority of client satisfaction.

[1] https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/mar/12/who-speaks-for-women-work-adult-industry7
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Do you remember how you felt the last time you weren't in control? Perhaps you 
were having a conversation with a friend or co-worker, or on a date with a 
prospective significant other. Maybe you were passionately involved in a sexual 
interaction, and suggested something that your partner felt was too ambitious, 
which led to awkwardness, or worse - a crippling feeling of emptiness. If we’re 
honest with ourselves, we can all relate to these painful feelings. Natural desires 
should not be suppressed, lest they become unbearable and lead to impulsive 
mistakes. We desire to be in control of our environment. If control cannot be 
obtained in one dimension of our life, we look to other mediums to find it. Some of 
us look to work, while most look to emotionless pornography. What if we had a 
better, more meaningful alternative? 

1.3 The Control Problem

Current live-cam websites have tried to be that alternative. Unfortunately, they 
have failed. Thousands of women perform live shows for the masses in an 
attempt to satisfy the countless men and women looking for an escape from the 
restraints of their daily lives. The “cam-mill” approach used by these sites is 
inherently impersonal, and is insufficient for those who desire a more intimate 
experience: a reality where they control their fantasies. We’ve been contacted by 
many active performers, all asking the same question: “Why is Fantasy Market 
different?” The answer is simple: Fantasy Market has created a system to fully 
value both client and performer needs in a safe, secure and anonymous setting. 

Allow us to introduce Fantasy Market: where the women are valued, the 
experience is exceptional, and you control the show.

“The current landscape suffers from technological 
limitations and ethical flaws, making clear the need for a 

bold, innovative solution.”

N O A H  A S H T O N
C E O  o f  F A N T A S Y  M A R K E T
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The internet is the last bastion of free expression, affording creative solutions to a 
host of problems. Our team has extensive experience working with the most 
talented women in the online performance industry, uniquely qualifying us to 
create this reimagined marketplace.  

Fantasy Market has been built to facilitate meaningful, interactive client controlled 
performances, hence the slogan: “control the show”. Governed by Ethereum smart-
contracts, clients decide what the performers say and do during the show. If you’ve 
ever played a video game where you can control your character’s decisions, then 
you’re already familiar with the Fantasy Market experience.

1.4 Opportunity

9



Tutorial of “Live Performance View”

1 / 3

The “Live View” represents the core functionality of the Fantasy Market experience. The live 
view is where clients watch and interact with performers. The above screenshot shows 
Alyssa during a live performance. The logged in user (thenightking) is watching the 
performance along with 48 other viewers. They are able to interact with Alyssa and each 
other (comments in bottom left corner). Also, notice the action prompt overlaying the screen, 
with the text “Should Alyssa take off her bra?” This is where the host of the show decides 
which actions the performers will take, as defined either in the pre-performance smart 
contract (detailed later), or as impromptu actions during the show. 

1 0



If the client wants to choose a different action than the one chosen during the pre-
performance contract, they can select “Request an Action”, and a menu will appear on the 
right hand side of the screen next to the live video player. In this menu, they can choose from 
their frequently used actions (displayed), or click “Show More”, and be presented with a wider 
selection of choices. Finally, a client can “Find Action” to search through the entire action 
database. Below the “Live Now” indicator in the bottom right of the screen (in Alyssa’s bio), 
users can click on “Most Recent Broadcast” to watch recordings of her prior performances (for 
a small fee of 20 FMT).

Requesting a Different Action

2 / 3

1 1



Below the left side of the video screen there are two tabs: Comments & Contributions. In this 
screenshot, “Contributions” is selected. Displayed here are the “Recent Actions” & “Top Show 
Contributors” leaderboards. The “Recent Actions” shows a timestamp of what actions have 
taken place so far during the show, and the FMT value associated with each action. The “Top 
Show Contributors” leaderboard displays the users who have contributed the most FMT 
during the performance. Almost always, the performer will reward the top 3-5 contributors 
following the show, either with exclusive, personalized content (pictures & videos), or with 
private performances.

Toggling Between Comments & Contributions

3 / 3

1 2



1.4.1 Business Opportunity

Fantasy Market tokens (FMT) will only be issued during our crowd sale. Participants 
will purchase their FMT well below their projected open market price. Unlike 
existing live-cam sites, where anyone can watch the performances, only token 
holders retain this privilege. This “scarcity of access” ensures our platform remains 
exclusive, and that our tokens increase in value. As demand for Fantasy Market 
increases, early investors will be well positioned to capitalize on their initial token 
investment.

P R O J E C T I O N S  F O R  F M T  T O K E N  P R I C E  &  
P L A T F O R M  D E M A N D

For the ICO, the “people seeking platform access” = Estimated number of crowd sale participants.

Demand & price spike in September & November, because in September, our token 
will be listed for trade on several major exchanges, and in November we will have our full 
public launch.

8.3k

16.7k

25.0k

33.3k

41.7k

50.0k

$0.50

$1.00

$1.50

$2.00
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Performers must be financially incentivized to provide high quality entertainment, 
and Fantasy Market must maintain profitability to ensure continued success. To 
attract and retain top quality performers, we offer an industry leading revenue 
sharing model based on objective performance. Fantasy Market performers initially 
take 75% of the revenue, while Fantasy Market takes the other 25%. As performers 
continue to provide outstanding client experiences, their revenue share increases. 
Top-rated performers earn a 90% revenue share. As the Fantasy Market platform 
grows, the volume of shows performed will increase, resulting in more money for 
our performers and Fantasy Market.

1.5 Business Model

Following a performance, clients may buy-back half of the tokens Fantasy Market 
collected from the performance. The tokens will be offered at a discounted price, 
and any tokens not purchased will be sold to the broader Fantasy Market 
community. Any remaining tokens after the second sale will be liquidated on global 
exchanges at fair market value, or kept by Fantasy Market in reserve. Similarly, 
those who repurchase their tokens at the discounted price may resell them 
elsewhere for a profit, or reuse them within the platform.

1.6 Aggressive Token Buyback Program

Access to the Fantasy Market performance marketplace requires a minimum of 
1,000 Fantasy Market Tokens (FMT). Our post-performance token buyback policy is 
meant to incentivize existing clientele to recoup a portion of their spent tokens in a 
cost effective manner, avoiding the risk of losing platform access because of an 
insufficient token balance. Users with current platform access can always replenish 
their token supply using Fantasy Market’s in-platform exchange, but if their token 
balance drops below 1,000 FMT, they will no longer have access to the Fantasy 
Market platform, and will need to repurchase additional tokens elsewhere to regain 
access.

1.7 Tokens Required for Platform Access

Furthermore, as Fantasy Market gains increased exposure, we anticipate a spike in 
demand for platform access, which directly drives up our token price. In order to 
maximize both the scarcity and value of the platform, we will continue to 
repurchase as many tokens as possible from global exchanges, throttling the 
publicly available supply of tokens. As platform demand continues to increase, the 
limited available supply of tokens will become even more valuable. Once the public 
exchange price of the token reaches a pre-determined target, we will then resell a 
portion of our repurchased tokens to Fantasy Market users at a discounted price. 
This price will be slightly above what we repurchased them for, but considerably 
less than the token’s current exchange value. Those who choose to repurchase 
tokens from us can then flip them for a profit, or continue to use them within the 
platform.

1 4
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Even if a user’s token balance is less than 1,000 FMT, they will always have access to their 
Fantasy Market wallet, and can continue to send and receive all major crypto currencies. 
note: Initial investors (crowd sale participants) who maintain the minimum token balance will 
always have priority FMT repurchasing rights (for tokens clients choose not to immediately 
repurchase after a show). However, once an ICO contributor loses their platform access, their 
priority purchasing privileges are permanently revoked, even if they regain access later. 

In the event an ICO contributor’s token balance drops below 1,000 FMT, they will be offered a one 
time courtesy to repurchase the additional tokens needed to retain platform access (these tokens 
will be issued from Fantasy Market’s reserve token supply).

Because FMT will only be issued during the token sale, as the platform’s popularity 
increases, more outsiders (those currently without platform access) will be 
competing to purchase a limited supply of Fantasy Market Tokens. Given the 
clear financial incentives of maintaining platform access, current token holders will 
likely be unwilling to sell their tokens. These financial incentives are designed to 
limit token liquidity outside the platform, further increasing FMT’s value.

On every live-cam site besides Fantasy Market, performers face a major hurdle 
when trying to deposit money into their bank accounts. Major payment processors 
do not accept money earned from cam-shows, and performers are burdened with 
costly “conversion” fees. Some sites issue gift cards to the performers, which are 
then exchangeable for cash. Others charge outrageously high fees to convert their 
earnings into “clean money.” Because cryptocurrencies have minimal transaction 
fees, and anyone can link a wallet directly to a bank account, our performers can 
easily liquidate their FMT, and deposit the fiat currency into their bank accounts. 
This is another tremendous competitive advantage Fantasy Market holds over 
existing cam-sites.

1.8 The Payment Deposit Advantage

FMT can be repurchased using any major crypto currency.

Unlike the few existing cam-show websites that use platform-only tokens, our ERC-20 compliant 
Fantasy Market Token will be available for trade on several major crypto exchanges following the 
token sale.

1 5
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2.1 Key Features

2.1.1 Request and List Different Performances

Performance smart contracts are usually initiated by the client, and then listed to 
all registered performers on the site. Private performance requests are also 
supported (shown in the smart-contract screenshots on the following page), and 
only client-chosen performers will be notified. Similarly, clients decide who can 
view the show, e.g. - whether a performance is publicly viewable (“public” only to 
token holders), or limited to specific individuals or groups. Cam-girls may also list 
performances, and similar to client initiated shows, can target either all or specific 
clientele. Allowing both clients and performers to initiate performance requests 
ensures all client desires are catered to.

Many clients and performers prefer “groups shows”, so we offer them as a performance type.

THE FANTASY MARKET 
PLATFORM

Though anyone with 1,000 FMT can access the platform, Fantasy Market is 
primarily built for world class performers and live entertainment enthusiasts. 
Directly bringing these participants together in a secure medium results in an 
efficient, profitable marketplace.
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Some existing sites provide “price menus”, but the performers are forced to do this work themselves, and are 
rarely standardized. Our approach is a much improved solution.

The following screens demonstrate the lifecycle of a performance smart contract, 
detailing everything from the date and time of a show, to the performer’s physical 
appearance, outfit, potential in-performance actions or dialogue, environment 
(background, lighting, etc.), audience viewing permissions, ability for impromptu 
plot changes, specific personality characteristics, etc. Depending on how creative 
and involved the specific requests are, they may require additional tokens. A 
standardized “price menu” is embedded in the Performance Smart Contract to help 
clients and performers understand the different FMT values associated with 
various action requests. Our intuitive contract-collaboration functionality facilitates 
an effortless, transparent, and secure experience for both parties.

2.1.2 Ethereum Smart Contracts For Performances
When requesting a performance, an Ethereum smart contract template is provided 
to help facilitate a dialogue between the client and prospective performer(s). By no 
means is this template limiting; it can be customized to satisfy any client desire.

The  following screenshots of a “Performance Smart Contract” are from late July, and some of 
the conversions (FMT to ETH & USD to EUR) are likely no longer accurate.  The values are 
automatically updated in real time, and once a contract has been initiated, it locks them for the 
next 30 minutes. This gives the client enough time to finish and sign the contract. For private 
performances, once the client signs the contract,  it is sent to the performer. Once the performer 
is notified, they have 3 hours to review and countersign. If they don’t sign within 3 hours, the 
contract expires, and any new contracts will be issued with updated, real time conversion rates. 
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Client / Performer Smart Contract Graphic
1 / 5

This is a screenshot of a client & performer smart contract, which is mutually agreed upon before a 
show takes place. This contract is with Alyssa, one of the top entertainers on Fantasy Market. The 
purpose of this screen is to show how intuitive the contract functionality is, which ensures all client 
requests are agreed upon before the show begins. In this screen, you can see there are a number of 
options for the client to choose from, including (from the top left): the performance date, time, and 
outfit the performer will wear. In this contract, the client has selected “impromptu plot”, meaning 
Alyssa has the freedom to improvise during certain parts of the show. To the right of that is the number 
of performers the show will have, and if the show is “public or private”. If private is selected, a 
dropdown menu will appear where you can send invites to the specific Fantasy Market users you want 
to watch the show with. Also, invitees are not required to spend FMT to watch the performance. If they 
so choose, they can donate tokens to you. While neither public nor private shows require viewers to 
pay tokens to watch (again, “public” refers to those with platform access), it is common courtesy to tip 
the host (client) of the show, especially for the most exclusive performances. Also, note the 
“performance menu”, and how different actions & quantities are added to the contract. The average 
number of actions that clients add to their pre-performance menus is 6.8, and the average number of 
actions throughout the duration of a performance is 19.4.

Below “Current Balance”, there are corresponding USD, EUR & ETH conversions for the user’s current FMT 
balance. These numbers were last updated when the whitepaper was published (August 3rd), when the 
USD/EUR closed at 0.84731, and Ethereum was 226.92 USD. While they appear static on this 
screenshot, they are automatically updated inside the platform.1 8



Choosing the Date & Time of a Performance 
2 / 5

The above graphic details choosing a date and time for the performance, as well as setting 
“impromptu plot” to off. For non-impromptu plots, the client is required to provide a script for 
the performer. Scripts can be as detailed as the client pleases. Generally, clients who put more 
thought and effort into their scripts build a favorable reputation with the performers, who 
appreciate when clients are committed to making their performances creative, engaging, and 
memorable. This is especially true for public performances, and some clients have a 
reputation for providing extremely humorous & entertaining narratives. 

Similarly, you can see that the FMT “Menu Total” has increased by 55 FMT. This is because 
non-impromptu performances require that a “script reading” action be added to the menu , 
which is 55 FMT.

1 9



Add Additional Action to Performance
3 / 5

The above screenshot shows the client searching the menu for additional actions. Here, the 
client has selected “bondage”, one of the more popular actions on Fantasy Market. After an 
action is selected, the client is required to confirm or cancel the action using the appropriate 
buttons.

2 0



Choose From Additional Actions
4 / 5

When the “Add Action” button is clicked, it displays the client’s most frequently chosen 
actions. However, other actions can be easily added. In this screenshot, the “Show More” 
button was clicked (the blue “+” button from the previous screenshot), which displays more 
actions for the client to choose from. The gold star next to “Sloppy BJ” indicates that the 
action is a “performer specialty". While the actions are fairly self explanatory, right clicking on 
an action will present the option to “show action info”, where the client can learn more about 
the desired action. For “gold star (performer speciality)” actions, the performer(s) is/are 
required to provide a personal description of why that action is a specialty of theirs. This 
description can be viewed by right clicking on the action and selecting “show performer 
description”.

Though our performer’s have many “world class” attributes, we only allow them to select a 
maximum of three as performance specialities. Similarly, only actions that have a 98% approval 
rating or better are considered for  this distinction.

2 1



Search for Specific Action
5 / 5

If the desired action isn't immediately viewable in the “Show More” menu, clients can choose 
the “Find Action” button, and search for the desired action by name. With over 300 pre-
defined actions that clients can add to their performance menus, Fantasy Market has 
something (and more) for everyone. We value community input, and, and clients may request 
actions for their performance menus. Specific actions can be requested in the comments box, 
by prefacing the comment with “#action”. The “#action” text is flagged by our system, and any 
additional text in that particular comment is logged and sent to the performer & Fantasy 
Market as an action that the client wishes to add to their show. Once the performer agrees, a 
corresponding FMT value will be assigned to the action (decided by the value of similar 
actions), and the new, custom action will be saved to the client’s menu. Once the client is done 
adding actions to their performance menu, they click “sign contract”, and the contract is sent 
to the performer(s) to countersign. After both parties sign the smart contract, an immutable 
record is added to the Ethereum distributed ledger.

2 2



2.1.3 Pre-Performance Payment Escrow

It is very important that your performer knows they will get paid once they 
successfully complete their show. Therefore, the FMT required for the show must 
be put into escrow before the show’s listing is made viewable to potential 
performers. Ethereum smart-contracts are used to watch over the escrow account, 
and the address of the tokens is verifiable and secure, guaranteeing financial 
transparency throughout the entire negotiation process. We ensure client 
protection by holding the funds in escrow until successful completion of the 
performance.

2.1.4 Transaction and Performance Execution

Immediately after both parties sign the performance smart contract, an immutable 
transaction is added to the Ethereum distributed ledger. Upon completion of the 
performance, the client decides whether the performer met or exceeded their 
required contract criteria. If the experience was desirable, the performer is awarded 
their tokens, and both parties are given the ability to “rate and review” each other. 
If the client believes the performer did not meet their contractual obligations, they 
may summon an independent Fantasy Market arbiter to review the performance, 
and objectively determine if the accusation is true. If it is, the smart-contract will 
refund all tokens held in escrow back to the client, along with free performance 
credits. Additionally, the performer’s reputation score will be negatively impacted.

If a performer is found to have broken their contractual obligations, they will not be allowed to give a 
negative review to the client.

In the rare instance of an unsatisfactory performance, the performer will pay the gas price for the FMT 
reimbursement transaction. This additional penalty is another way Fantasy Market incentivizes performers 
to provide high quality entertainment.

However, if a client falsely accuses a performer, they will be reprimanded. Repeated 
arbitration abuse may result in loss of platform access. This system is designed to 
provide a balanced approach to arbitration. Disputes are rare, and are usually 
resolved between the client and performer, without the need of an arbiter. While 
we give every applicant equal employment opportunity, we are very selective about 
which performers we hire. Our high standards, and the comprehensive, multistage 
interview process we go through with each performer applicant, ensures Fantasy 
Market only employs the most qualified performers.

Immediately following the conclusion of a performance, every user is redirected to 
the “Post Performance Review Screen”, detailed in the following screenshot:

2 3



Post-Performance Review Screen

Immediately following the completion of a performance, clients are brought to the “Live 
Performance Summary” screen, where they can rate & review the performer. In this 
screenshot, four users have already commented on the show. The red dot next to the profile 
picture indicates that the user is currently online.

2 4



Messaging Platform for Clients & Performers

The above screenshot details a post-performance interaction between Alyssa & thenightking. 
(the same performance highlighted in the live screenshot walkthrough). Here, Alyssa is 
thanking thenightking for doing an excellent job hosting the show. After some back and forth 
conversation, thenighking expresses his intent to rebook Alyssa for an upcoming show (both 
parties consented for the use of this screenshot). 

Those who have  never participated in cam-shows may have a difficult time understanding how 
committed performers are to building lasting relationships with their clients, and how much they 
actually care about them, even if they have never met in person. Fantasy Market was built with a 
strong intent to facilitate spontaneous, meaningful interactions between performers & clients. 
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2.1.5 Rescheduling a Performance

Occasionally, a client may need to reschedule a performance. This can be done very 
easily. We offer inexpensive performance insurance for 10 FMT, which gives the 
client freedom to reschedule their performance for up to an hour before their show 
starts. However, each performance insurance credit is usable only once, and if the 
client is forced to reschedule a second time, they will be charged for the price of the 
show. This is to prevent abuse of our flexible rescheduling policy. Similarly, clients 
may cancel the listing at any time and have their tokens refunded, so long as both 
parties have not signed the final contract.

2.1.6 Keeping Prices Reasonable as FMT’s Value Increases

You may be wondering what will happen to performance action prices as the value 
of FMT changes. Since the ICO price is $0.20 per FMT, an action like “Say My Name”, 
which is currently 3 FMT ($0.60), would become $9 once FMT reaches $3.00 per 
token. Obviously, that would be ridiculous and unfair. In anticipation of this 
problem, we have set a maximum 5% percent potential yearly increase for action 
prices. This means that (in the “Say My Name” example) it’s price at this time this 
year will be $0.60 + 0.05($0.60) = $0.63, regardless of how much FMT increases in 
value. This ensures that users do not have to have to worry about overpaying for 
actions.

In the rare instance of an unsatisfactory performance, the performer will pay the gas price for the FMT 
reimbursement transaction. This additional penalty is another way Fantasy Market incentivizes performers 
to provide high quality entertainment.
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Fantasy Market uses a highly intelligent and adaptive recommendations engine, 
and takes pride in providing clients with accurate, relevant data. 

The Fantasy Market dashboard displays personalized performer recommendations 
based on client preferences and history. Preferences are set when the user first 
joins the platform, and can be updated at any time. Our ability to infer meaningful 
insights from massive data sets affords us the power to continually improve the 
client experience. 

The recommendations dashboard affords valuable insights when deciding which 
performer is best for you. Every performer’s profile includes their stage name, bio, 
pictures, sample videos, list of skill sets, and more. 

Fantasy Market generates a summary of every performer’s key attributes. This 
summary is immutable, and always viewable within a performer’s profile. These 
performance metrics, and the algorithms that power them, are instrumental in 
maximizing your utility while using Fantasy Market.

2.2 Market Insights And Personalized Recommendations
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Recommendations & Search Dashboard

Upon signing in to Fantasy Market, the user is brought to the recommendations dashboard. This page is used 
for browsing shows with different search parameters. In this screenshot, the “Recommendations” tab is 
selected, so Fantasy Market displays performers based on past history, as well as new performers chosen 
through our matching algorithms. The recommendations screen only shows performers who are currently 
performing live shows. Again, note that Alyssa’s thumbnail image is selected, and how her preview 
information is at the top of the screen, including the number of current viewers, community ratings of the 
performer, and her specialties (Exotic & Dancer). Also, note the “96%” next to Alyssa’s name. This represents 
our compatibility algorithm’s similarity score between you and the performer. That score is personal, and 
varies depending on the user viewing this screen. For example, Courtney (third from the right in the top right 
corner) has an excellent 4.8 rating, and is a gold star performer. However, while her projected compatibility 
with Adam (the current logged in user) is 89%, one would expect it to be higher for a performer of her caliber. 
Conversely, Kennedy (fifth from the right in the third row down) has a very good rating of 4.3 stars, but her 
comparability with Adam is 95%. Again, the “%” ratings are personal, client/performer compatibility ratings, 
while the 1-5 star ratings are the community generated mean for each performer.
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2.3.1 Blockchain

Our marketplace champions every benefit of the Ethereum blockchain, providing 
participants with consistent, shared, secure, and relevant data. Through the use of 
smart contracts, the Ethereum blockchain allows for trust-less, personalized peer-
to-peer commerce, removing unnecessary third party transaction fees.

2.3 Technology

2.3.2 Private, High-Performance Storage

In order to process certain transactions, access to private or confidential 
information is required. We store this encrypted data on a NoSQL database. The 
responsive NoSQL database bolsters the Ethereum blockchain by providing fast 
and reliable access to confidential data. Several security layers, including: user 
authentication, encryption, and usage profiling, help maximize data accessibility 
and security.

Fantasy Market’s technology stack is secure and scalable, leveraging the premier 
technologies used for blockchain, UI/UX, video streaming, and server architecture.
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2.3.3 Application Stack
The intuitive Fantasy Market User Interface (and actionable User Experience 
components) is achieved using React Native, a fast and responsive technology that 
supports cross-platform compatibility (and integrates seamlessly with WebRTC, 
which we use for live streaming. Currently, we use a Node.js backend, which 
handles most of the non-blockchain (smart contract) transaction logic. The 
Ethereum smart contracts are programmed in Solidity, and use Node.js and Parity 
to communicate with the smart-contracts.

Parity is a technology that integrates directly into your web browser, and allows you to communicate with 
the Ethereum network (used for our browser smart-contract creation/management).

The main technologies powering the live video streaming are WebRTC and the 
Wowza Media Server. WebRTC is a collection of communications protocols and 
application programming interfaces that enable real-time communication over 
peer-to-peer connections, while Wowza takes RTMP input from the broadcaster’s 
device and simultaneously transcodes it using various protocols required for each 
device. For example, iOS requires HLS (HTTP live streaming), while Android uses 
HDS (HTTP Dynamic Streaming). 

WebRTC is the ideal solution for private performances (up to 16 people), while 
larger, public performances require the use of Wowza. We strive to utilize the most 
responsive, efficient, customizable and durable technologies, and are fortunate to 
employ industry leading developers for every component of our application stack.

2.3.4 Mobile Integration
To meet the needs of clients who prefer to watch from a mobile device (due to lack 
of privacy), our UX/UI is optimized for mobile functionality. In addition to the 
mobile-optimized web app, we are building native mobile applications for both 
Android and iOS devices (using React Native). However, while we are publishing our 
Android app to the Google Play Store shortly after the token sale is complete, 
Apple’s content restriction guidelines make it difficult to publicly release our app on 
their store. Instead, we will directly issue the fully-functional version of the iPhone 
app to consumers who request it, without ever having to publish the Fantasy 
Market app on the “live” App Store. This is accomplished through sending direct 
download links via email.

The binaries we send by email are fully functional, and include the same features that the publicly available 
version would.

2.4 Target Audience
While platform access is exclusive, Fantasy Market is stimulating for anyone who 
appreciates high quality, personalized entertainment. We provide users the ability 
to search, match, and hire the ideal performers who satisfy their desires.
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2.5 Developer Accelerator Program

Having a clear future company vision is critical for continued success, and the best 
way to develop new features is to let your users lead the charge. At Fantasy 
Market, we have a very unique system for doing just that, called the “Developer 
Accelerator Program.” The program is designed to let users control the 
development of new features by allowing them to invest in the ideas they want 
built. The Development Accelerator Program will be available during the token 
sale.  

When a user wants a major feature developed, they submit an application detailing 
the proposal. We review each proposal to determine its cost and viability. If 
approved, a “GoFundMe” type campaign for the project, which is viewable to 
everyone inside the platform. The following are several of the ideas we’ve approved 
thus far (from pre-sale investors), and how much funding is required to build each 
of them. Listings will be viewable for 1 year, or until they are adequately funded. If 
the listing expires before the funding goal is met, those who contributed will be 
returned the equivalent amount of ETH they invested in FMT, using the current 
values of ETH and FMT.  

When a contribution campaign is successfully funded and developed, those who 
invested above 5% of the contribution goal will have access to that specific 
product at a 50% discount. Since all the funding is used to develop the feature, 
Fantasy Market does not make any money from its development. For that reason, 
we will take the other half of the revenue once the development is completed, and 
the feature is live on the Fantasy Market platform. The following three 
development projects will be available during the token sale:

Talent competitions and client 
controlled short films 
(community votes on the plot, 
script, etc). 

Marketplace for clients and performers 
seeking in-person interactions. 

Platform wide VR integration for 
performances.

If an idea is approved, the user(s) who submitted the application (we allow groups to submit projects) are 
required to contribute 10% of the total funding before the development project is listed on Fantasy Market. 
The three projects available during the token sale were conceived by pre-sale investors, who have 
contributed the required 10% in order to have their projects listed.

VR Integration 
Goal = 1,500 ETH

In Person Meetups 
Goal = 1,000 ETH

Short Films 
Goal = 500 ETH
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3.2 Acquiring FMT
Investors can purchase Fantasy Market Tokens during the crowd sale, but no 
additional tokens will be minted following the completion of the sale on September 
4th, 2017. Arrangements have been made to list FMT on several major exchanges 
following the completion of the crowd sale.

As detailed earlier, Fantasy Market will allow existing clientele to repurchase FMT through the in-
platform exchange (all major crypto currencies accepted as payment).

FMT – THE FANTASY 
MARKET TOKEN SALE

The Fantasy Market Token (FMT) is an ERC-20 compliant token, and is used to 
power the Fantasy Market platform. FMT serves as the primary reward for 
successful platform engagement. For example, after your performer successfully 
completes her show, the smart-contract transfers FMT from the escrow account to 
her token wallet. 

Other direct FMT uses include: listing performance requests and viewing role 
playing performances. An indirect use of FMT is its ability to grant platform access 
(when having at least 1,000). As more services are integrated into the Fantasy 
Market ecosystem, the token will serve additional roles. Every additional FMT 
functionality increases its overall value.

3.3 The Pre-Sale

Recently, we held an invite only pre-sale for institutional and accredited investors, 
where we offered 25,000,000 FMT at $0.20 per FMT. Purchasing priority was 
determined by signup order, and though 150 people filled out the necessary 
investment paperwork, all 25,000,000 FMT were purchased by the first 18 
registrants. Pre-sale investors were given a 20% bonus for their investment. 
Therefore, 30,000,000 FMT were issued during the pre-sale.

3.1 What is the Fantasy Market Token?
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3.4 The Fantasy Market Public Token Sale

The Fantasy Market public token sale does not implement an “investment priority queue.” 
Investment order is determined by existing market factors and conditions, and pre-sale 
registration order has no bearing on the public token sale.

3.5 When Can I Purchase FMT

FMT will only be minted during our crowd contribution. Upon completion of the 
sale, no further tokens will be issued. The sale will last one week, starting on the 
28th of August to the 4th of September, and tokens will be issued following the 
completion of the sale. 

Coins accepted for payment during sale: Bitcoin, Ether, 
Litecoin, NEO, Zcash, Ripple, and Dash

There are seven  different bonus models available during 
token sale.

Price of FMT is “1 FMT = $0.20”

Public token sale sale will last one week: begins on Monday, August 
28th, at 9:00 PM (EST) and end on September 4th.
100,000,000 FMT will be purchasable during the public sale

Recommended gas limit is 300,000 for first hour of sale.
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For those investing with Bitcoin, Litecoin, NEO, Ripple, Dash, and Zcash, you must  
provide an email address to receive instructions, or an ERC-20 Token compatible wallet 
address (e.g - “MyEtherWallet”) to receive your FMT.

When you invest in the token sale, only send investments to wallet addresses listed on 
our official website: www.fantasy.market  (note: we also own www.fantasymarket.com, 
which redirects to www.fantasy.market).

Purchasing FMT during the token sale is easy, and the majority of those who will 
participate in our token sale are already familiar with investing in an ICO. For those 
of you who are new to crypto investing or simply want a refresher, read the 
following bullet points to understand how FMT can be purchased during the 
Fantasy Market Token Sale.

The price of FMT for the duration of the sale is 1 FMT = $0.20, regardless of which currency 
you used to invest. While there are different bonuses depending on when an investment is 
made or how much the investment is for, the price of FMT is constant throughout the sale.

You may participate in the Fantasy Market Token Sale with the following currencies: Bitcoin, 
Ethereum, NEO, Litecoin, Ripple, Dash, and Zcash.

3.7 How do I Receive my FMT After I Invest?

After the token sale ends, there will be a two week period where we will verify each 
investment and calculate the final bonus FMT each investor will receive. FMT will then be 
distributed to its proper owners, and an email notification will be sent out immediately 
thereafter. For investors who contribute to the sale from: MyEtherWallet (no download 
needed), MetaMask (Firefox & Chrome browser add-on), Mist (Desktop), Parity (Desktop), 
imToken (iphone & Android), do not need to set up any additional wallets to receive their 
FMT. It you contribute from an exchange account (e.g. - “Coinbase) or other trading 
accounts accounts that do not support alt-coins, provide the correct email address or 
compatible wallet address in the investment form on the token sale page of the website.

3.6 How can FMT be Purchased During the Token Sale?

Bitcoin Ethereum Litecoin NEO Ripple Dash Zcash
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3.8 Rationale for Token Sale Investment Structure

Our team agreed that having a capped sale is the only responsible way to approach 
our token sale, which is best for our company and the longterm health of the 
greater crypto community. While the $5 million we raised during the pre-sale is a 
lot of money, the truth is that more is needed to ensure adequate runway for 
continuous platform development and improvement over the next 24-36 months 
By then (and likely much sooner), our token value (and revenue from performances) 
will be sufficient to meet the financial needs of a rapidly growing startup.  

Also, a bit more about “doing the right thing”: let’s be clear - we’re not building a 
bank, and we are humbled by our pre-sale raise. There's no doubt that ICO’s are 
hot, and almost unbelievable amounts of money are being thrown at companies 
without even a beta product, let alone a working platform. There’s an ethical 
boundary that some companies are willing to cross (knowingly taking more 
investment money than they will ever be able to give a return on), and we have 
adopted what he believe are prudent policies that benefit the community and help 
set the standard for future token offers. 

Furthermore, it doesn’t matter how talented your team is, or how much experience 
you have in your industry, it is always much easier to make a return on a $25 
million investment than it is on a $100m investment. The economics are quite 
clear, and while our personal expectations for Fantasy Market’s success are very 
ambitious, we based our business model on authentic (realistic) numbers. We didn’t 
assume the best case scenario, and we didn’t assume the worst. Rather, we 
assumed a modest, attainable market share for Fantasy Market. Even using these 
conservative projections, Fantasy Market is poised to be very profitable.

The current annual revenue of the cam-girl industry is $5 billion (conservatively), and growing 
steadily. If we capture 1% of the market, that equates to $50 million per year in revenue. At 3%, 
it’s $150 million. We sold 25,000,000 FMT in the pre-sale, and will sell up to 100,000,000 FMT 
at $0.20 each during the public sale (hard cap at 100,000,000 FMT). We expect once our token 
goes live on exchanges in the next  3-5 weeks (by October 1st), it will quickly trade well above the 
ICO price.

We held a private, invite only pre-sale, for which 150 institutional/accredited investors filled out 
the legal paperwork required to participate. Investment priority was determined by signup order, 
and the first 18 investors purchased all 25,000,000 FMT being offered. While it’s unfortunate 
that the other 132 signups were unable to participate, the fact that FMT is already in high 
demand is a positive indicator for FMT’s exchange value.
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3.9 Why Not Cap Individual Investments?

Initially, we considered capping individual investments, but ultimately 
decided against it for the following reasons:

01
The FMT bonus models are hinged on varying amounts of 
investment, and if investments were capped, it would make 
these bonuses much less substantial.

02
We are humbled by those who believe in our vision as much as 
we do, and are willing to invest more because of it. We will 
show our gratitude by rewarding them for their extra 
support.

03

Following the token sale, FMT will be exchangeable on several 
major exchanges, so those who were unable to participate in 
the sale will be able to buy tokens on those exchanges, 
provided current holders are willing to liquidate a portion of 
their surplus FMT.

3.10 Why not Issue Greater Bonuses to Pre-Sale Investors

Since we’ve mentioned several times throughout the whitepaper how committed 
we are to rewarding those who choose to back us early on, you may be wondering 
why our pre-sale bonus was not more substantial. We limited the pre-sale bonus 
because we wanted to accurately gauge the interest level from potential investors, 
without influencing their decisions with additional incentives.

3.11 Token Burn
In the event that not all 100,000,000 FMT are sold during the week long token sale, 
any remaining unsold tokens will be burned. For example, if we only sell 
80,000,000 FMT, the remaining 20,000,000 FMT will be destroyed.
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3.13 FMT BONUS MODELS
The Fantasy Market Token Sale has seven different Bonus models for investors to 
take advantage of, each of which is detailed in the following pages. 

The token specific bonuses have five different tiers. Each tier represents a different 
contribution level (measured in USD). The “Top Investor Bonus” Model has 6 tiers, 
and is active throughout the duration of the sale. As noted above, the bonus 
coefficient for the “Top Investor” model is always 1, so as long as their are enough 
coins remaining to satisfy a Top Investor bonus tier, then that investment will be 
met with the full FMT bonus, as detailed in the chart. For a given investment, the 
bonus associated with it can be calculated by: (bonus coefficient for current stage 
of the token sale) x (total FMT bonus for that particular investment).  

Also, as noted throughout this whitepaper, the price of FMT is fixed for the duration 
of the token sale, and the distribution of the tiers is based on the free market 
resource allocation principle of: “First Come First Served” (FCFS). Top contributors 
and early investors are rewarded with the greatest FMT bonus, while those who 
participate later in the sale receive fewer bonus FMT.

3.12 Bonus Coefficient for Bonus Models
In the following section, there are seven different bonus models that token sale 
investors are afforded: one model for each token accepted (six of them), and a “Top 
Investor Bonus”, which is token agnostic, and simply requires a certain threshold of 
investment to be met in order to be activated. The Bonus Coefficient (multiplier)  is 
a number that, depending on the stage of the token sale, is between 0 and 1, 
inclusive.

Bonus 
Coefficient

1 0.85 0.5 0.3 0

Amount of USD 
invested in each 
Stage

0 - $2m $2m - $5.5m $5.5m - $9.5m $9.5m - $15m $15m - $20m

Amount Raised 
for Token Sale $2m $5.5m $10m $15m $20m

S T A G E  1 S T A G E  2 S T A G E  3 S T A G E  4 S T A G E  5

Bonus Coefficient for Each Stage of the Token Sale

The minimum amount that Fantasy Market requires to participate in the token sale is 
$0.20, or 1 FMT.  Similarly,  enough tokens to access the platform (1000) can be bought 
without having to participate in any of the bonuses. The bonuses are meant for investors 
who see the long term value of the Fantasy Market platform, or for those who are simply 
trying to flip FMT for a quick profit once FMT becomes listed on crypto exchanges.
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3.13.1 The Bitcoin Bonus Model

The first bonus model is the Bitcoin Bonus Model. Bonuses are decided by the  
USD equivalent of the BTC invested. Remember, the bonuses listed below are the 
max that can be issued for a given investment. As discussed earlier, the bonuses 
diminish significantly as the total number of tokens purchased in the sale 
increases.  For example, the bonus coefficient in the beginning of the sale is 1.0, so 
if you were to  invest $1,800 worth at that time, you would receive the total bonus 
FMT listed in the chart. If you participate later in the sale, say, when the bonus 
coefficient is 0.8, then you will only receive 80% of the bonus listed here.
You may be wondering why the amount invested contains a range of values, as opposed to every other field, 
which contains a singular value (except FMT Bonus Percentage),. This is simply because we want to make 
clear what each investment tier constitutes a range of possible investment values. Similarly, the values for 
other fields, such as “Bonus FMT issued” or “Projected Value of Bonus FMT by Full Platform Launch”, 
represent the minimum amount for that particular tier, which corresponds to the smallest investment 
amount for that tier. It follows that all other investments in the given tier reward proportional  bonuses 
based on the FMT Bonus Percentage for that tier. 

Bitcoin Bonus Model

Amount Invested $350 $900 $1,800 $4,000 $7,500

FMT Received 
Before Bonus 1,750 4,500 9,000 20,000 37,500

FMT Bonus 
Percentage 8% 10.5% 13.3% 16% 18.5%

Bonus FMT Issued 140 472.5 1,197 3,200 6,937.5

Total FMT Received 1,890 4,972.5 10,197 23,200 44,437.5

Current Value of 
Bonus FMT for 
Each Tier

$28.00 $94.50 $239.40 $640.00 $1,387.50

Projected Value of 
Bonus FMT by Full 
Platform Launch

$245.00 $826.88 $2,094.75 $5,600.00 $12,140.63

Projected Value of 
Total FMT by 
Platform Launch

$3,307.50 $8,701.88 $17,844.75 $40,600.00 $77,765.63

T I E R  1 T I E R  2 T I E R  3 T I E R  4 T I E R  5
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Ethereum Bonus Model

Amount Invested $350 - $899 $900 - $1,799 $1,800 - $3,999 $4,000 - $7,499 $7,500

FMT Received 
Before Bonus 1,750 4,500 9,000 20,000 37,500

FMT Bonus 
Percentage 3% 4% 6% 8% 10%

Bonus FMT Issued 52.5 180 540 1,600 3,750

Total FMT 
Received 1,802.5 4,680 9,540 21,600 41,250

Current Value of 
Bonus FMT for 
Each Tier

$10.50 $36.00 $108.00 $320.00 $750.00

Projected Value of 
Bonus FMT by Full 
Platform Launch

$91.88 $315.00 $945.00 $2,800.00 $6,562.50

Projected Value of 
Total FMT by 
Platform Launch

$3,154.38 $8,190.00 $16,695.00 $37,800.00 $72,187.50

T I E R  1 T I E R  2 T I E R  3 T I E R  4 T I E R  5

3.13.2 The Ethereum Bonus Model
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NEO Bonus Model

Amount Invested $350 - $899 $900 - $1,799 $1,800 - $3,999 $4,000 - $7,499 $7,500 - $14,999

FMT Received 
Before Bonus 1,750 4,500 9,000 20,000 37,500

FMT Bonus 
Percentage 5.5% 7% 8.8% 11% 13%

Bonus FMT Issued 96.25 315 792 2,200 4,875

Total FMT Received 1,846.25 4,815 9,792 22,200 42,375

Current Value of 
Bonus FMT for Each 
Tier

$19.25 $63.00 $158.40 $440.00 $975.00

Projected Value of 
Bonus FMT by Full 
Platform Launch

$168.44 $551.25 $1,386.00 $3,850.00 $8,531.25

Projected Value of 
Total FMT by 
Platform Launch

$3,230.94 $8,426.25 $17,136.00 $38,850.00 $74,156.25

T I E R  1 T I E R  2 T I E R  3 T I E R  4 T I E R  5

3.13.3 The NEO Bonus Model
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Litecoin Bonus Model

T I E R  1 T I E R  2 T I E R  3 T I E R  4 T I E R  5

Amount Invested $350 - $899 $900 - $1,799 $1,800 - $3,999 $4,000 - $7,499 $7,500 - $14,999

FMT Received 
Before Bonus 1,750 4,500 9,000 20,000 37,500

FMT Bonus 
Percentage 7% 9.5% 11% 13% 15%

Bonus FMT Issued 122.5 427.5 990 2,600 5,625

Total FMT Received 1,872.5 4,927.5 9,990 22,600 43,125

Current Value of 
Bonus FMT for 
Each Tier

$24.50 $85.50 $198.00 $520.00 $1,125.00

Projected Value of 
Bonus FMT by Full 
Platform Launch

$214.38 $748.13 $1,732.50 $4,550.00 $9,843.75

Projected Value of 
Total FMT by 
Platform Launch

$3,276.88 $8,623.13 $17,482.50 $39,550.00 $75,468.75

3.13.4 The Litecoin Bonus Model
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3.13.5 The Dash Bonus Model

Amount Invested $350 - $899 $900 - $1,799 $1,800 - $3,999 $4,000 - $7,499 $7,500 - $14,999

FMT Received 
Before Bonus 1,750 4,500 9,000 20,000 37,500

FMT Bonus 
Percentage 4% 5% 6.5% 8.3% 10%

Bonus FMT Issued 70 225 585 1,660 3,750

Total FMT Received 1,820 4,725 9,585 21,660 41,250

Current Value of 
Bonus FMT for 
Each Tier

$14.00 $45.00 $117.00 $332.00 $750.00

Projected Value of 
Bonus FMT by Full 
Platform Launch

$122.50 $393.75 $1,023.75 $2,905.00 $6,562.50

Projected Value of 
Total FMT by 
Platform Launch

$3,185.00 $8,268.75 $16,773.75 $37,905.00 $72,187.50

Dash Bonus Model

T I E R  1 T I E R  2 T I E R  3 T I E R  4 T I E R  5
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Zcash Bonus Model

Amount Invested $350 - $899 $900 - $1,799 $1,800 - $3,999 $4,000 - $7,499 $7,500 - $14,999

FMT Received 
Before Bonus 1,750 4,500 9,000 20,000 37,500

FMT Bonus 
Percentage 3% 3.5% 4% 5% 6.5%

Bonus FMT Issued 52.5 157.5 360 1,000 2,437.5

Total FMT Received 1,802.5 4,657.5 9,360 21,000 39,937.5

Current Value of 
Bonus FMT for 
Each Tier

$10.50 $31.50 $72.00 $200.00 $487.50

Projected Value of 
Bonus FMT by Full 
Platform Launch

$91.88 $275.63 $630.00 $1,750.00 $4,265.63

Projected Value of 
Total FMT by 
Platform Launch

$3,154.38 $8,150.63 $16,380.00 $36,750.00 $69,890.63

T I E R  1 T I E R  2 T I E R  3 T I E R  4 T I E R  5

3.13.6 The Zcash Bonus Model
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There is an additional bonus model for top token sale investors. This bonus model 
applies to any coin invested, it simply requires contributing over the dollar amount 
in the coin of your choice. Bonuses earned from this model replace any other 
bonuses that would have applied to a given investment. For example, an 
investment of $40,000 in BTC would be rewarded with the Tier 3 bonus from this 
model, and not the Tier 5 Bonus of the regular Bitcoin Bonus Model. Puy another 
way, there is no “double dipping” with bonuses. The distinct advantage that this 
model has over the others is that (among the greater % of bonus FMT issued), the 
bonus coefficient for this model is always 1, meaning that so long as there are 
enough FMT available for purchase at the time of your investment, you will receive 
the full bonus listed for your tier, as opposed to a diminished bonus for 
participating later in the sale.

Top Investors (Any Coin)

Amount Invested $15k - $27,499 $27.5k - $39,999 $40k - $61,999 $62k - $84,999 $85k - $99,999 > $100k

FMT Received 
Before Bonus 75,000 137,500 200,000 310,000 425,000 >  500,000

FMT Bonus 
Percentage 21% 22% 23% 25% 28% 33%

Bonus FMT Issued 15,750 30,250 46,000 77,500 119,000 > 166,667

Total FMT 
Received 90,750 167,750 246,000 387,500 544,000 > 666,667

Current Value of 
Bonus FMT for 
Each Tier

$3,150.00 $6,050.00 $9,200.00 $15,500.00 $23,800.00 > $19,999.80

Projected Value of 
Bonus FMT by Full 
Platform Launch

$27,562.50 $52,937.50 $80,500.00 $135,625.00 $208,250.00 > $174,998.25

Projected Value of 
Total FMT by 
Platform Launch

$158,812.50 $293,562.50 $430,500.00 $678,125.00 $952,000.00 > $1,049,998.25

T I E R  1 T I E R  2 T I E R  3 T I E R  4 T I E R  5 T I E R  6

3.13.7 Bonus Model for Top Investors

In the “Amount Invested” field, the suffix “k” represents “thousand.”
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3.13.8 Token Sale Bonus Recap

As more FMT are sold during the sale, the FMT bonus will decrease significantly. 
This is meant to reward early investors for their loyalty. Upon completion of the 
sale, an additional 5% of the total FMT purchased during the sale will be minted and 
kept in reserve by Fantasy Market. The reserve FMT will not be liquidated by 
Fantasy Market outside the platform; rather, they will be used exclusively for either 
client "token buyback” initiatives, or as rewards within the platform.

Clients & performers are free to liquidate any “reserve” FMT received from Fantasy Market. 
Similarly, they may do so on any exchange.

You’ve found the first Fantasy Market easter egg! Find all 4 and be rewarded with 
an Onyx level prize. We wish you the best of luck in your hunt:  
www.fantasy.market/bitcoin-bonus

0.0.1 Bitcoin Easter Egg Easter Egg 1 / 4

#  C O N T R O L T H E M A R K E T

To reward every level of 
contribution by diligent 

investors

B o n u s  M o d e l s
The total bonus FMT from 
the seven different bonus 

models.

8 , 1 2 1 , 3 7 5
Projected market value of 
bonus FMT issued during 

toke sale (by platform launch 
in Q4-2017. $3 per FMT 

times 8,121,975 FMT

2 4 , 3 6 5 , 9 2 5

$F M T7

4 5

Onyx prizes rewarded only for first 7 users to complete the “Easter Egg Grand Slam”.



3.13.9 FMT Distribution

01
C R O W D  S A L E  P O O L
30,000,000 FMT were issued during the pre-sale, and up to 
100,000,000 additional FMT will be minted during the week long 
public sale.

02
F A N T A S Y  M A R K E T  R E S E R V E
As detailed earlier, an additional 5% of the total FMT issued will be 
generated and issued to Fantasy Market to be held in reserve. These 
tokens will be allocated for providing market liquidity in the scenario 
that existing token holders do not wish to sell theirs.

03
F A N T A S Y  M A R K E T  T E A M
And additional 5% of the FMT sold during the public sale will be 
rewarded to the team and their advisors. We will cap the amount we 
can receive at 2,000,000 FMT. While this number may seem low, 
this is a function of our confidence in Fantasy Market Token’s price 
appreciation. 
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3.14 Budget Allocation

The funding raised through the token sale will be used to accelerate the completion 
of the Fantasy Market platform, moving it from working-beta into full-scale 
production. In 2017, several strategic partnerships were finalized with world class 
entertainment and technology companies, and are in active discussions with many 
more. 

Following the token sale, the majority of funding will be used for further platform 
development, infrastructure, UX/UI optimization, and key management hires. 
Prudent allocation of ICO proceeds will position Fantasy Market to be an industry 
leader.

3.14.1 Budget Breakdown

70% - The majority of the funding budget will be used to expand the Fantasy 
Market development team. This team will implement our proprietary Intellectual 
Property and functionality. Additional industry specialists will be hired to ensure 
Fantasy Market continues to keep pace with its ambitious launch goals. Some of 
the additional roles we plan to hire (either permanently or as consultants) include:

01

5 Platform Developers

3 ethereum (solidity) Developers

3 front end developers

4 full-time talent ambassadors and marketing professionals

3 data science professionals

2 UX/UI professionals

E X P A N S I O N  O F  F A N T A S Y  M A R K E T  D E V E L O P M E N T  T E A M
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10% - A portion of the funds will be used for legal and compliance matters, to 
ensure Fantasy Market continues to operate legally and responsibly.

02 C O M P L I A N C E  A N D  L E G A L

10% - Our business development budget will allow for additional growth in existing 
markets, and expansion into new ones. These funds will also also be used to secure 
additional strategic partnerships.

03 B U S I N E S S  D E V E L O P M E N T  &  T A L E N T  A C Q U I S I T I O N

10% - A portion of the ICO funds will be set aside for unavoidable costs 
associated with a large  video streaming platform: server costs, streaming costs, 
general “wear and tear” maintenance costs.

04 C O S T S  A S S O C I A T E D  W I T H  M A I N T A I N I N G  T H E  P L A T F O R M

10

10

10

70

Development Team Compliance & Legal
Biz Dev & Talent Reserve

Fantasy Market is not minting reserve FMT based on the pre-sale investments.
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4 Roadmap

Q3 – 2016 
Q2 - 2017

Q3 - 2017

R&D
Research into blockchain technology and its applicability to the live 
performance market.

Strategic Technology Partnership
Fantasy Market establishes formalized partnership with leading AR/VR 
provider.

Prototype
Our development team successfully completed a working web client.

Corporate Partnership
Established formal relationships with key personnel and 
companies from the entertainment and technology  sectors.

Talent Acquisition
Successfully partnered with over 250 world-class performers before 
our private & public token sales.

Pre-Sale Contribution (note: updated on 8/27/17) 
successfully raised 5,000,000 USD in privately held accredited/
institutional round.

Public Token Sale (1/2)
Successfully launch public token sale.

Team Expansion
Following the public token sale, Fantasy Market will further bolster 
its development team by hiring additional experts in the  entertainment 
and technology sectors.

Public Token Sale (2/2)
Successfully complete public token sale.

Customer Service
Finish training client support teams.
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MVP Functionality
Fully functional version of the platform ready for limited public 
launch (only accessible to token sale contributors)

Additional Talent Partnership
Successfully complete our goal of partnering with 1000 world class 
performers.

Continued Strategic Partnership
Formalize additional key strategic partnerships in the technology, 
media, and entertainment sectors.

Fantasy Market Exchange
Completion of in-platform Fantasy Market exchange for buying and 
selling FMT.

ICO contributors will have access to the 250 performers already registered with Fantasy 
Market.

Platform Release
Full public release of the Fantasy Market platform, including fully 
functional exchange.

Beta VR Functionality
Virtual Reality integration ready for pilot launch to top existing 
clientele and crowd sale contributors.

Public Release of VR (note: updated on 8/27/17)
Partnership finalized with leading VR provider for adult entertainment. Pending 
successful completion of sale, will have limited beta launch by February, 2018.

Functionality Refinement Completion
Core Critical Fantasy Market functionality refined, with close to 100% uptime. 
Confidently initiate implementation of expansion plan (as detailed earlier), 
knowing that necessary infrastructure and core functionality has 
been perfected.

Q4 - 2017

Q1 - 2018

Continued Experience Improvement & Implementation of Client Feedback
While this is an ongoing milestone, we plan to have integrated all client & 
performer feedback gathered in 2017 regarding the Fantasy Market platform & 
experience.
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5 The Company

5.1 Background

Those who have been to Amsterdam appreciate its legendary reputation for 
catering to the most creative imaginations. It should be no surprise that we draw 
both our inspiration from this perennial fantasy factory.  

Fantasy Market officially launched in 2017, though has been in operation since mid 

2016. The company was founded by Noah Ashton and Soren Felix. Both have 
firsthand experience with performers who frequently mentioned the need for an 
improved live entertainment platform.  Noah and Soren both resigned from their 

former jobs, and began working full time to understand how a blockchain solution 
could best solve these problems.  

Noah’s strong technology background and career in entertainment services helped 
him identify the current shortcomings of the cam-girl industry. His skills, combined 

with Soren’s incredible ability to deploy efficient, scalable, and reliable software , 
provided Fantasy Market with the foundational skills required to build a successful 

product and company. They systematically assembled a world class team to 
undertake the bold and rewarding task of creating this industry-defining 
marketplace.
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5.2 The Leadership Team & Advisory Board

Noah Ashton is a hands-on Chief Executive Officer (CEO) with expertise in business 
development, technology integration, film production and strategic partnerships. 
Through drive, determination, and over two decades of experience in the highly 
competitive film industry, he has the foundational skills necessary to run a 
successful company.In 2007, Noah moved to Amsterdam to further his career in 
the entertainment industry. Today, he has grown from a one-man, “full stack” 
team, to the proud co-founder of Fantasy Market. 

For over 20 years, Noah has continued to expand his technology skill sets, and is a 
leading advocate for adopting Blockchain technologies into the adult entertainment 
industry.  

As a leader and self-sufficient innovator, Noah is comfortable in any role - from 
filming live shows to commanding an executive boardroom. Known for his 
relationship skills, Noah is a savvy business negotiator who works relentlessly on 
his employee’s behalf. Noah’s innate ability to build high-performance teams, 
including his strategically-selected executive management staff, has served as a 
growth catalyst and infused productive energy into the workplace.

N O A H  A S H T O N
C o - F o u n d e r  &  C E O
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Soren leads the development of Fantasy Market’s core technology protocols and 
live video application suite by leveraging: WebRTC (for private streams), Wowza 
Media Server, socket.io, Node.js, React Native, Redux, and PostgreSQL. Additionally, 
he has extensive experience with Ruby on Rails, Electron, MySQL, Elasticsearch, Git 
and AWS. 

Soren is a forward-thinking, globally conscious executive with a proven record of 
accomplishment in product design, manufacturing, business development, process 
improvement, and project management. He utilizes his strong technical proficiency 
and relentless, results-driven mindset to constantly enhance our technology stack 
and code efficiency.  

Our engineering team adheres to rigorous analytical development procedures to 
ensure best practices and guarantee lasting technology solutions. 

S O R E N  F E L I X
C o - F o u n d e r ,  C T O  &  S e n i o r  S o f t w a r e  E n g i n e e r

As VP of Engineering, Anders leads our on-shore, near-shore and off-shore 
development teams. While his formal training is in Mathematics and Platform 
Architecture development, Anders currently works as member of our sprint 
development cell, specializing in front end development. The majority of his work is 
done using Javascript (React Native & Redux). 

Anders both develops and manages client-facing software, contributing 
throughout the delivery lifecycle of our complex and large-scale technology 
solutions. He also provides digital functionality and technology expertise to support 
the design and implementation of core technologies, and is a “hands-on” 
development executive who utilizes cutting edge web technology and a variety of 
delivery methodologies.

A N D E R S  E L S O N
V P  o f  E n g i n e e r i n g  &  L e a d  F r o n t  E n d  W e b  D e v e l o p e r
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Paul has spent a large portion of his career helping lead organizations through 
major transformational periods brought on by new business growth, technology 
advances, global marketplace expansion, changes to the competitive landscape, 
downsizing, outsourcing, economic pressure, mergers, strategic partnerships and 
acquisitions.  

Those experiences have served him well at Fantasy Market. For Paul’s role as CIO, 
he primarily focuses on: 

PA U L  G O R D O N
C h i e f  I n f o r m a t i o n  O f f i c e r  &  C h i e f  O p e r a t i n g  O f f i c e r

Building efficiencies to improve productivity, increase quality, decrease cycle time, 
reduce cost, eliminate waste and increase revenue.

01 P R O C E S S  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

Promoting a culture of leadership, innovation, personal growth, high morale and 
change resiliency.

02 P E O P L E  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

Trust, respect, and accountability. Valuing the importance of effective 
communication, coaching, leadership development, mentoring, employee 
engagement and retention through transformational periods.

03 F O S T E R I N G  A N  E N V I R O N M E N T  O F

Aligning technology/business goals and objectives; pioneering innovative, robust, 
and forward thinking technology solutions; reducing operating costs and improving 
revenue via technology platform convergence.

04 T E C H N O L O G Y  &  S E R V I C E  T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

Furthermore, Paul is our COO, and is responsible for executing strategies that 
proactively position Fantasy Market as the dominant leader in the global 
marketplace. Paul spearheads the development and execution of our detailed, 
functional operating plans and business models, while constantly refining them to 
ensure seamless delivery across departments. 

Paul has direct oversight of our Finance, Operations, Information Technology, Legal, 
Human Resources, Compliance, Investor Relations and Strategic Initiatives Teams.
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Takahito is the Senior Ethereum Solidity Developer and Blockchain project lead for 
Fantasy Market. He earned a PhD in Computer Science with a concentration in self-
adaptive networks (human assisted AI, much like a DApp on the Ethereum 
Blockchain). 

The technologies he uses on a daily basis include: Solidity (Ethereum Smart 
Contract programming language), Node.js & Parity (smart node communication 
with smart contracts).  

Prior to Ethereum Smart Contract development, Takahito worked extensively with 
Bitcoin Core, doing most of his work in C++. He also has prior experience with 
Bitcoinj, which is written in Java.

TA K A H I T O  A D A C H I
S e n i o r  E t h e r e u m  S o l i d i t y  D e v e l o p e r

Blair is responsible for developing and overseeing Fantasy Market’s marketing 
vision and strategy implementation. She is the decision maker behind our 
marketing, branding, content strategy and client acquisition campaigns. As a 
member of the executive leadership team, Blair is accountable for the overall 
company strategy, and  her top priorities and achievements thus far at Fantasy 
Market include:  

B L A I R  C H A R L E S
C h i e f  M a r k e t i n g  O f f i c e r

Tailoring the mission statement and brand positioning for full scale launch in 
the highly competitive Online Entertainment market.

Passionately guide the look and feel of the our brand DNA, from the 
photography and website to office build-out and design.

Successfully re-launched the entire customer facing Fantasy Market client 
experience (web, mobile and tablet).

Reduced bounce rate from 7.4% to 3.1%.

Increased performer applications by 33%.

Increased average performance length by 20%.

Signed over 250 of the world’s leading online performers for our private beta 
launch in Q2-2017.

On track to have over 1,000 performers signed by full public launch in Q4-2017.
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As Director of Human Resources at Fantasy Market, Kiera effectively implements 
new HR initiatives and programs that align with short and long term business 
objectives. Her team develops training and orientation programs that improve 
employee engagement and retention.  

Kiera is responsible for: 

K I E R A  PA R K E R
D i r e c t o r  o f  H u m a n  R e s o u r c e s

Implementing our human initiatives programs. Currently, she oversees the 
team that provides full service HR support to three distinct lines of business, 
and over 275 employees (250+ performers). 

Leading HR expansion and performer outreach partnerships to multiple 
industry leaders, including: talent management, organizational development, 
performance management, compensation, employee relations, training, and 
talent acquisition.

Consistently delivering measurable results in alignment with business goals 
and HR strategies.

Perfecting all facets of Human Resources, including: high volume recruitment, 
organizational development, competitive benefits design and administration, 
compensation, performance management, succession planning, and change 
management.

Aggressively recruiting highly qualified candidates through various sources to 
build a an elite team of talented personal to meet the current and future needs 
of our business model.

Handling complex employee relations, investigations, and conflict resolution.

Providing coaching and team building expertise to improve talent management 
and high performance output within the organization.

Initiating internal employee communications and change management strategies.

Designing and implementing total rewards and recognition programs.

Supporting executive teams during periods of restructuring and transformations.

Automation and rapid deployment of HR processes/infrastructure, while 
focusing on operational excellence.
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Isobel oversees our Performer Development program, as well as our Performer and 
Client outreach initiatives. Her additional responsibilities include:  

I S O B E L  M A R T I N E Z
S e n i o r  D i r e c t o r  o f  T a l e n t  A c q u i s i t i o n

Talent (Performer) Acquisition, (W2 Hiring) / H1B Transfers (for some 
International Performers).

Assisting with: Service delivery, leading and motivating teams, technical 
support, recruitment and resourcing, coaching, training, and mentoring staff.

Maintaining and improving performance standards and measurements 
established by the Operations Maturity team, while managing 
recommendation efficiency for matching clients with their ideal performers.

Identifying various opportunities for talent improvement, cost avoidance, and 
cost savings.

Account Manager for platinum level clients and performers.

Resource Management and Forecasting for other Fantasy Market Teams.

Building and maintaining effective teams that deliver exceptional results.

Focusing on productivity, quality, and client delight!
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Kora is the proud director of Fantasy Market’s Creative Design Team for 
Performers. Before moving to Las Vegas to work at Fantasy Market, she found her 
inner nerd in the “mild” winters of New York City.  

She is blessed with a great sense of design, a supernatural ability to bend Adobe 
softwares at will, and a belief that the best solutions are those that are both simple 
and powerful. She has created a portfolio of beautiful digital experiences that are 
easy to use and highly engaging with users. 

Additional skills and notables include: Creating strong visual communication 
through motion; digital experience design for conceptual development; award-
winning digital experience and design campaigns; helping performers create 
personable and relatable experiences for clients.

K O R A  L E N O R E  FAY E
L e a d  D i g i t a l  C r e a t i v e  D i r e c t o r

Eliza manages all digital marketing and press inquiries for Fantasy Market, and 
works directly with our CMO.  

She helped develop backend-tracking URLs to measure the ROI and effectiveness 
of our marketing and communication campaigns. Her team develops brand wide 
press campaign initiatives, and oversees the organization and deployment of 
Fantasy Market’s PR creative process.  

Eliza has successfully managed numerous targeted email and digital campaigns 
simultaneously, while developing innovative and targeted strategies to support 
overall branding objectives. Additionally, she has hosted multiple in-person meet 
ups for press and performer outreach, effectively managing the collateral and 
marketing materials for each.  

Eliza has also formalized several industry relationships, including multiple art, film, 
culture and technology partners to increase cross marketing support. 

E L I Z A  S M I T H
D i r e c t o r  o f  M a r k e t i n g  C o m m u n i c a t i o n s  &  P r e s s  O u t r e a c h
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For the token offer, visit www.fantasy.market/tokensale

Contact us at: info@fantasy.market

http://www.fantasy.market
mailto:info@fantasy.market

